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The Setting         (Yoon Suin p. 224) 
 
To the North of Lamarakh and Lower Druk Yul rise first hills, then mountains, then peaks so high that no 
human being can draw breath and there are only fields of ice and the endless howling wind. Up in the 
high peaks are the abandoned, haunted citadels of the dwarfs—and the yak-men who make the wind 
itself their realm. 
 
Water pours down from the ice fields and etches river valleys through the hills on its way to the God 
River below. In these river valleys are the oligarchies: city states whose people mine the resources of the 
mountains and send them downstream in return for slaves and exotic luxuries. The rulers are impossibly 
wealthy, and war with each other for sport and amusement. In the Wester the mountains are lower, the 
weather warmer. This is Sughd, the beating heart of luxury in Yoon Suin: the home of the tea and opium 
by which the people of the Purple Lands live and die in unison. 
 
Sughd is divided into plantations, owned by families who guard their livelihoods with fierce jealousy and 
pass them down to their children and their children’s children in turn. Their fields are patrolled by their 
servants and the giant insects they domesticate, while slaves toil and die in the heat of the sun. 
 

 Characters may be hired swords, adventurers, escaped slaves, or traders. What do they do? 
o Explore abandoned dwarf citadels. 
o Hire out to local oligarchs in exchange for security and wealth. 
o Try out smuggling or theft. 
o Explore the great, cragged wilderness. 
o Brave the dangers of legitimate trade. 

 
Introducing the Chaos Monks 
 
Hum Lae and Huan have been entrusted with a stone footlocker, a 3 foot cube with complex locks. 
Thromil the Goldsmith sent them from Yoon-Suin to the Charikot Oligarchy at the end of the Thirty Back 
Trail to deliver the chest to Dhuduk, leader of a small ghetto of dwarves in the oligarchy. 
  



Charikot Oligarchy 
 
Perched in the mountains at the end of the Thirty Back Trail, the Charikot Oligarchy is famed for their 
semiprecious mines. 
 
Trade resources are agate (banded chalcedony, translucent), sunstone (feldspar with gold and red, 
glitter, starburst shapes), and opals (neon translucent). 
 
Issues are bandits, impending war, and disease. 
 

 Thousand Throats, the bandit army. Frost Rage is the cunning and cruel bandit leader. Peng Tai is a 
spy monitoring the movement of goods. Zhen Li is a militia leader hunting the bandits, he has been 
bribed. Long Zhihou leads the farmers from the countryside looking to hire help. Honest volunteers. 
Peng Bo. An earnest leader of the militia. 

o Shen Song, a merchant has wares he needs to reach a destination. 
o Liu Da, Slipknot mine. A group of miners had to retreat to the city for safety and hope to 

return to their mine. 
o Lord Glish and Skilu. A slugman scholar wants to return to the yellow city. 
o Mountain Dive, A secret bandit hideout has a cache of military weapons. 

 

 Deng Chin. A eunuch mercenary leader. Zou Tian. A brutal champion. Yi Bo. A beautiful mascot. Lai 
Yin. A spy from the rival Bharatput, with money for bribes. Yan Heng, A cowardly militia leader. 

o Hou Su. A military leader was assassinated.  
o Desertion is high, a group has left. Sons of Survivors. 
o A local has suspicions about spies. Khyentse the merchant suspects Lai Yin. 

 

 Fever is a problem, The Sweating Darkness. Lian Shi, a fake healer is bilking the rich. Lang Bo, a 
religious leader is calling for mass sacrifice to appease the gods. Cult of a disease god, The Eternal 
Chooser, led by Dawa is trying to draw it out. Rinchin, a genuine healer emerges. Tseten, a mercy 
killer is finishing the ill. Norzin, a competent official is quarantining part of the city. 

o Throk, a prominent yakkish merchant is desperate to escape with his rugs.  
o Looters are rampaging. 
o Sikka, a kenku healer needs special ingredients. 
o Does the disease have a magical source?  
o Is fake medicine causing nasty side effects? Bollitu is a kenku selling Tearless, a blue elixir 

that suppresses the fever but leads to heart collapse a week or two later. 
 
Assets are octopus breeding pits and eunuch barracks. 
 

 Shades of Heaven. Freshwater octopodes are prized for their colors and intelligence; some can 
communicate via gestures and color changes. 

o Konchok. An “octopus whisperer” is only good at dealing with the octopodes. 
o Dema. An official poisoner extracts material from special breeds. 
o Dhargey. Child of the oligarch enjoys swimming with the octopodes. 
o Namdol. Priest of an octopus deity, the Dreaming Foundation. 
o Palmo, the Beaksnaggers. Hunting team that acquires specimens. 
o Littlebite and Seaglass. Octopodes warn of a coming threat. 



o Rumors of a subterranean breed nearby. Springswirlers. 
o Are they developing a malevolent group intelligence? 

 

 The Legacy Foundation. Eunuchs are reared, castrated, trained, and live here. 
o Zopa. A castrator who enjoys his work way too much. 
o Kelden Gyatso. A young recruit, enslaved after being stolen from his rich family who are rich 

and searching for him. 
o Dhakpa. An older eunuch, benevolent uncle.  
o Rigsang. Runaway. 
o Chophel. A eunuch of legendary talent as a warrior is wanted by rivals. 

 
A magical tattoo artist lives in the city. P. 301. Wangchuk Tenzin.  
 
Some personalities: 

 Khyentse, greedy hunchback merchant, deals in precious stones. Pema, his poet sidekick. 

 Menkhu, stinky street performer, into tantric eels sex. Tsering, her brother the blacksmith. 

 Tsepon, low level scrivener who smokes lots of opium, unrequited love for Amita, an explorer. 
 
Rumors: 

 An avalanche swept away a monastery (Eight Bells) with all its rich treasures. 

 A man stumbled into a nearby small village not long ago. He claims to have fallen asleep in a 
mountain cave five hundred years ago, and just woke up. 

 A crayfish owned by a clan of mercenaries has been showing signs of intelligence. 
 
SOCIAL CIRCLES 
 
Jade Shadows Seraglio. A pleasure house where the rich and powerful sate their physical desires. The 
courtesans are male, female, or hijra, and are protected by eunuchs. Deals are done and decisions made 
in dark corners, shrouded in the smoke of opium pipes, away from prying eyes. 
 

 Conflict is rivalry with another Seraglio, Crimson Shade. 

 The madam’s young son is important. Nyandak’s son Tashi. 

 A regular patron is well liked. Kelsang, stone assayer. 

 A group of sluggish magicians use the seraglio for clandestine discussions of new spells. Circle Path 
of Enlightened Inquiry led by Lady Agaga. 

 
Dwarf Exiles. Footprinter Clan. Led by Dhuduk. Most of the surviving dwarves live in the oligarchies. They 
group into small bitter clans who engage in traditional pursuits: appraisal, fencing, forging, and acting as 
Sherpas or mountain guides.  They are not to be trusted; 25% chance of betrayal. Each group knows of 3 
dwarf ruin locations.  
 

 Conflict is folly. 

 Stonesalt. Expert forgemaster makes weapons that do +1 damage. 

 Ekkre. Holy man, keeper of the “old ways.” 

 They are secretly constructing a golem. Stonethresher. 

 They plan to cleanse their old home of tulpa and other inhabitants. Shadow Six, Threshhold of Uda. 
 



Bharatput Oligarchy 
 
Trade resources are gold, copper, and onyx. 
 
Issues are resource shortage (wood), resource shortage (coal), and incompetent rulership. 

 Overforesting, no local wood, and the coal mines are played out, and forges and furnaces need 
constant feeding. 

 Guards and military pay in arrears. 

 Populace is disgruntled. 

 Yu Ning. Brutal tax collector trying to raise revenue to cover higher costs. She’s beautiful and cruel. 

 Agitators advocating for revolution. Yang Zan, Dong Ping,  

 A new source may be available. 

 Lord Cao Ling. A rival is interfering in resolving this. 
 
Incompetent rulership. Lord Zhang Dong. The oligarch is focused on personal wealth at the expense of 
the city. Harvested the trees and coal and doles them out at exorbitant prices.  

 Lord Lang Zhan. A disfavored elder statesman working for the greater good. 

 Bai Wei. Religious leader undertaking charitable activities. Temple of the Azure Shower. 

 Fong Trading House. Xie Hong. The merchants making what money they can in the crisis. 
 
Asset is a great aviary. 

 Nest of the Radiant Abyss. Vast collection of exotic birds in a huge labyrinth of corridors and 
chambers. Fed on luxurious diet of choice insects and fruits, displayed at events, to show off to 
other oligarchs.  

o Wen Min. Master falconer. She comes from a long line of falconers. 
o Chang Lim. A thief looking for an angle, employed for the moment. 
o Teng Bai. Young member of oligrach’s family obsessed with falconry. 
o Starshadow. A bird died from poison. 
o Flavorlark. A bird is missing. 
o Someone steals a clutch of exotic eggs. Whistler on the Heights. 

 
Locations include an arboretum and a waterfall. 

 Eighty First Heaven. Arboretum is a cultivated woodland ideal for secret meetings, pollen causes 
problems in the spring. (1 in 6 chance of -1 to all rolls.) 

 Soon Weeping. Waterfall spills down from the mountain cliff. When it freezes, it is a rite of passage 
to climb it. 

 
Some personalities: 

 Lobsang, an ugly low-class whore who wants to get rich. His daughter, Niharika, is the food taster 
for the oligarch’s family. 

 Jharana, an hijra entertainer storyteller, married to Bishal, a rugged tracker guide. 

 Dulkar, heavy, professional buyer, always making sexual innuendo, competes with rival-of-the-week. 
 
Rumors: 

 All the carp from the top families’ pools have disappeared, but there is no way in or out. 
 



 

Important Locations 
 

 The Jade Baths. A grand bathhouse stands half way between Charikot and Bharatput, where a hot 
spring broils up from the bowels of the earth. The oligarchs of the two cities, and the local chattaris, 
are regular visitors. An ancient gentleman’s agreement maintains its neutrality even during the 
(regular) wars which rage in the Vale of Flowers. The bathhouse is decorated with jade panels, 
statuettes, and crenellations. It is made of dark cedar. Two jade lion stand guard at the gates. (AC 3, 
HP 20, Attacks 2, DMG massive lethal, only damaged by magic.) The lions will protect the bathhouse 
owners and staff.  

o Jal. Beautiful woman with triplet sons, Dilip, Hari, and Laxman. Each one is a wizard. 500,000 
gp worth of jade on the premises.  

 
 

Random Oligarchy Encounters: p. 247 
 
People in a farming village: p. 251. Plantation, Yak Herders, mine, monastery, retreat, merc camp, 
archmage tower p. 259, ogre mage trader camp, refugee camp, bandit hideout p. 262. 
 

 

 


